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Learning the fundamentals of accounting is like learning a new language. Becoming "literate" in

accounting doesn't take quite as long as learning Russian, Spanish, or Chinese, but the advantages

are indeed comparable. It's safe to say that many people fear numbers - "I was terrible at math in

school!" - so the word "accounting" calls up, for many, memories of days spent struggling over high

school algebra. They prefer to leave the accounting to those who hang a CPA shingle outside their

door, confident that the professionals will do a much better job of managing their money. But the

fact remains that everyone should have a little accounting knowledge and, truly, the math involved

isn't all that difficult. Nonetheless, knowing the basics, from how to balance your checkbook to

learning to keep good financial records for tax purposes, can go a long way, whether you're a small

business owner, investor, manager, lender, or just in charge of the household finances. Having a

clear knowledge of your business's financial life is important. No one should be in the dark about

their overall financial picture. That's a disaster waiting to happen. However, with a perfunctory

knowledge of basic accounting principles, including assets and liabilities, creating financial

statements, budgeting, and more, you'll be on the road to healthier relationship with your money.
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I ordered this book for free, just to see what it had to offer. My husband and I own a small

construction and home remodeling business, and I am now in the process of being the one to take

over the books. Math has not been my strong suit, to say the least, but I am taking an active interest

in furthering my education on it. I got this book, in hopes it would help me just get a start on things. It



really is just a pretty basic book, talking of what the differences in things are and helping you

understand them, more so than any advanced mathematic calculations, or that kind of thing. But if

you are new to this stuff, its perfect. For instance, it speaks of the differences between an LLC and

INCs, etc, and how that works out in terms of taxes.Or the difference between an accountant and a

bookkeeper. simple things you might not think of if you have always been someone else employee,

instead of having your own business. Hope this helps.

I received this product on my Kindle fire for a discount for an honest review. I actually purchased

this in order to get a brush up on my accounting. I already have an Accounting degree and wanted

to keep my skills sharp. This is not what I expected however if you are trying to learn the basics of

accounting then this book would be for you.

I received this product complimentary in exchange for my honest review and opinion. While this

book is not a how-to for managing your business accounts, it will help you understand the basics of

business finance. It really helps gain more insight on what questions you should be asking your

accountant. It also helps to give you some basic understanding of how account works for a small

business so as you study further you have something to go off of.

I wanted to learn more about accounting and came accross this book.Unfortunately is not what I've

expected.I expected something that could teach me from scratch and help me understand how

accounting works. This book did not help me too much because it has a lot of technical terms which

I do not understand. It's not a bad book but too technical.

I ordered this book and received for free, I am not an accountant but wanted a better understanding

of the subject for my own personal knowledge.The book is well written easy to follow and has

several examples of what it is trying to explain. I found the book to be helpful to understand with a

great deal of information.

The book has lots of good information if you are not familiar with different accounting processes. I

think the examples are a bit hard to understand though.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Full Disclosure: I received

this product for free in exchange for my honest and unbiased reviewÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•

My husband just started a business and I am trying to learn the bookkeeping end of things as well



as quickbooks so this book was a great option to give me a little more knowledge on the language

of accounting!

Accounting: For Small Businesses Quickstart Guide is exactly that ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦ a quick guide to

getting started. There are a number of points that will let someone who has never had any

accounting get a feel for what is and is not correct. In the long run, any business owner, unless they

have an accounting degree, should hire an accountant to help them with this aspect of their

business. Even if it is just to answer questions.Recommend this to a friend? Yes I

would.Conclusion: I am very pleased and satisfied with this product!*** Do not rely on the  star

system alone, pay attention to WHY a person either liked or disliked a product. Many products can

be used differently from the way the product was intended for. The way you intend to use the

product or what you need to accomplish may not be what the person reviewing it used and rated it

for. ***I received this product at a discount for my honest and unbiased review. The discount has not

influenced or impacted my judgment of this product. I take this seriously and my opinion and

experience is my own. I am in no way required by the seller to leave positive remarks about their

product. Thank you for taking the time to read my review.
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